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topic page: cook, frederick (albert) (1865 - 1940) - "cook, frederick albert." in the columbia encyclopedia,
by paul lagasse, and columbia university. 8th ed. in the columbia encyclopedia, by paul lagasse, and columbia
university. 8th ed. columbia university press, 2018. volume 17 number 056 cook-peary north pole
competition - frederick cook claimed to have discovered the north pole. their competing assertions form one
of history’s mysteries. intro.: a moment in ... year to return, enduring terrible privation because of the shifting
ice shelf which took him 100 miles west of his cached supplies. he had been given up for dead. peary started
in august 1908, and arrived at what he claimed was the pole in april 1909 ... return from the pole, duction,
notes and bibliography, by ... - of frederick a. cook and robert e. peary to the attainment of the north pole.
the most recent contribution to this unhappy chapter of geographical accomplishment, return from the pole,
was finished topic page: peary, robert (may 6, 1856 - feb 20, 1920) - of the north pole, and many polar
experts now do not believe either he or cook did. peary's wife, josephine diebitsch peary, 1863–1955,
accompanied him on several of his expeditions and gave birth in the arctic to peary's daughter, marie
ahnighito peary. frederick a. cook (1865-1940) - university of calgary - 382 frederick a. cook (1 8651940) arctic profiles in the earlier years of what is called “the great polar con- troversy”, general a. w. greely ,
leader of the ill-fated lady vol. 56, no. 2 (june 2003) p. 207–217 infonorth - frederick cook and the
forgotten pole by randall j. osczevski i n 1909, dr. frederick a. cook created a worldwide sensation when he
announced that he had reached the north pole. although the debate about cook’s expedi- tion still rages in
some circles and new books are published on the controversy each decade, most polar historians and editors
of encyclopedias agree that cook never went out ... dr. cook›mt. mckinley controversy closed - dioi - that
frederick cook was a truthful man. nonetheless, when cook’s north pole claim was nonetheless, when cook’s
north pole claim was rejected in december 1909 by a konsistorium appointed by the university of copenhagen
© 2008 byrd polar research center and the history teaching ... - dr. frederick a. cook (1865-1940) is the
most controversial figure in the history of polar exploration. his supporters maintain that dr. cook was the hero
of the belgian antarctic roald amundsen essay prepared for the encyclopedia of the ... - roald
amundsen essay prepared for the encyclopedia of the arctic by jonathan m. karpoff no polar explorer can lay
claim to as many major accomplishments as roald amundsen. amundsen was the first to navigate a northwest
passage between the atlantic and pacific oceans, the first to reach the south pole, and the first to lay an
undisputed claim to reaching the north pole. he also sailed the ... roald amundsen - pole to pole
norwegian explorer - roald amundsen - pole to pole norwegian explorer 1872-1928 nordic spirit symposium
february 2011 first to south pole 100 yr anniversary amundsen-scott station keywords declarations of
interests - scott’s tragic death on his return from the south pole, having been beaten to it by the norwegian
roald ... on human health, was unknown. while frederick gowland hopkins’s seminal paper3 on what he called
‘accessory food factors’ did not appear until 1912, the concept was a familiar one before then. in a model
clinical trial in 1747, james lind, a scottish naval surgeon, found a ... pea dp1 uk - international polar
foundation - meant that the frozen continent of antarctica and the south pole would remain only in peoples’
imagination until the end of the 18th century. it was in the 1770s that the english explorer james cook started
changing all that. oppegård kirke, oppegård, norway: ﬁxing the location where ... - news. dr. frederick
cook, amundsen’s comrade from the 1897–1899 belgica expedition to antarctica, had claimed to be the ﬁrst
human at the north pole, in april 1908. unique polar explorer amundsen 1st to each pole - dioi prepared, news came in that his former belgica companion frederick cook had (fraudulently: dio 21 z4) claimed
the pole in 1908. peary had more convincingly claimed same in 1909. break an egg - the time warp trio - •
frederick cook • explorers • mountains • north pole • penguins • robert scott • south pole subject areas • art •
science • social studies • technology. break an egg time warp trio in the classroom break an egg timewarptrio
historical background continued and he used dogs to pull his four sledges across the icecap. able to travel
quickly and carry less weight ...
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